
Banks levying charges on cash transactions – Is it a good move?
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Theme :-

Large banks of India like SBI, HDFC and ICICI decided to impose limit on cash transactions 
on monthly basis and will levy charges on cash transactions exceeding free ones.
HDFC, ICICI and Axis banks started this charges from March 1st, 2017. SBI will implement
this from April 1st, 2017.

In Favor :-

To manage customers accounts, banks spend a lot of money. For each account, banks
spend money on stationary expenses while opening account, entering the details online,
issuing debit or credit cards, maintaining the records online and offline, taking care of
transactions, cyber security, salaries for employees, electricity and phone bills etc. Banks
earn interest with the money deposited. But banks are in losses. So, to recover from losses,
it is reasonable to levy charges on cash transactions exceeding free ones.
While India is undergoing demonetization, cash transactions have reduced. But now as
there is sufficient physical cash in the economy, cash transactions are increasing. As India
is moving towards cashless economy, this moveÂ will encourageÂ cashless transactions.
Jandhan Accounts have no minimum balance requirement. Most of the
theseÂ accountÂ holders only visit bank to withdraw pensions, subsidies etc. 
To maintain JandhanÂ accounts with no profit, banks had to levy charges on the remaining 
accounts.
It costs a lot for banks to maintain ATMs. This move will helps in reducing the costs.
Because, for example A withdrew money from ATM and paid it to B. B will deposit the
money in his account through ATM or bank. If many people follow this process, the 
costs of transporting money, security, setting up ATMs and maintaining them are a huge 
burden to banks. Limiting cash transactions will force customers to opt for cashless
transactions, hence less costs for banks, which inturn benefits economy.
Four cash transactions per month is sufficient for an average Indian.
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Banks have the freedom to levy charges.

Against :-Â 

Rather than keeping money in savings accounts for a mere 4% interest rate and paying
additional charges for transactions, keeping money in homes will become a cost-effective
solution. This move will discourage people to invest money in savings accounts. If that
happens, itÂ will be a blow to banks and Indian economy as well.
After demonetization move, Indian government encouraged citizens to keep their money in
banks. Now, imposing charges on transactions can be frustrating to many who learned to 
operate bank accounts recently.
While India is undergoing demonetization move, customers were denied of their right to 
withdraw their own money. But Indians accepted it with no direct incentive. Imposing more
burden on customers is not fair.
Banks are in losses because of bad loans. If they recover money from big loan defaulters, 
banksÂ can recover from losses. It is much better than levying charges on middle income
group.

Conclusion :-

Though banks have their own reasons to levy charges on cash transactions, it will
demotivate customers to use bank accounts. Banks are running on customers’ money. If
customers return to the old way of keeping money in homes, whole economy will be at loss.
Hence Indian government should intervene in the issue and a balanced decisionÂ is the need of
the hour.

Your Turn…

Do you think levying charges on cash transactionsÂ is a fair move? Express your views in the
comment section below.
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